Experienced C# or SQL or .NET DevOps Software Developer / Programmer

Thrift Books
We're the largest seller of used books in the world. We sell through ThriftBooks.com and Amazon. We have more than 500 employees and 10 large distribution centers across the country. We sell tens of thousands of books a day.

What to Expect At Thrift Books:

- **Stability**: We've been in business for 13 years. We have 500+ employees. We are profitable and growing.
- **Nice Commute**: We're centrally located at the intersection of I-5 and 405 (near SouthCenter), about ½ hour commute from Bellevue, Seattle and Tacoma, and commutable by bus.
- **Visibility**: You will see how your contributions directly affect the bottom line of the business.
- **Technology**: We are a web company (thriftbooks.com), and a logistics company (managing millions of books in 10 distribution centers). We sell in a very competitive market and we use technology as a competitive advantage.
- **Fun**: Some of us have gotten ridiculously good at foosball and ping pong. We eat out often. We have a dedicated video game server. We have fun and are friends.
- **Flexibility**: We like our team to be physically in the office. That's how we interact and build and learn. But we value flexibility. We work from home up to once a week and we have flexible work hours.
- **Organization**: We've all been at companies where everything is a fire drill. Thrift Books is not that company.
- **A Voice**: Every door is open. We meet with our CEO and his team every two weeks. We also meet as a dev team every two weeks to collectively reflect on how we’re doing and how we can be better.
- **Opportunities to Grow**: We give ourselves time (and resources) to take in-person or online classes or explore new technologies. That time is baked into every sprint. We try new ideas and we keep the ones that work.
- **Software Process Maturity**: We use TFS and Git to manage our work. We run on well-defined 2-week sprints. We focus on code coverage and we build when we check in. These are small things but they matter

On the Dev Team You Will:

- **Add new features** to the applications that support both our logistics operations and our sales across multiple third-party platforms (i.e. Amazon, eBay, etc.)
- **Refactor and re-build** applications to be more flexible and testable
- **Troubleshoot and resolve** bugs and issues
- **Build new applications** from the ground-up (we build about 2 to 5 new apps a year)
- **Build reports** in SSRS, High Charts
- **Use the following technologies**: SQL Server 2016, C# (Windows Forms, .NET Core, WPF, WCF, Web Forms, MVC), SSRS, Git, and anything on the .NET stack that looks interesting and solves a need

What we’re looking for:

- **Technical Skill** – Professional, experienced command of one or more of:
  - **C#**: You need to be able to write simple, testable code with good unit tests. Your code should be SOLID. and/or
  - **T-SQL**: You have to have mastered more than the basics of joining two tables. We are looking for T-SQL experts comfortable with advanced aggregation, query performance, managing query plans and indexes, pivoting, etc
- **Devops on the .NET Stack**: TFS build tools, Git commands, branching strategies, build scripts
If you are an *expert* in any *one* of these, we can use you and teach you the other pieces. If you are *good at all* of these, we can use your help.

- **Dependability**: We work as a team. That only jives when everybody pulls their weight and is doing their best.
- **Niceness**: You can’t be a jerk and work for ThriftBooks

INTERESTED? Apply with resume and cover letter to careers@thriftbooks.com